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What is Underground Coal Gasification?

 Partial Oxidation of coal 
seam in-situ

 Pairs of boreholes are 
drilled and a connection is 
made between them

 Oxidant (air or oxygen plus 
steam) is blown down one 
hole

 Coal is ignited and then 
product gas flows up the 
second hole
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UCG is not CBM!  This is important 

Coal Bed Methane (CBM)
• Drills holes into unmined coal 

seams

• Fractures the coal using 
oilfield techniques

• Pumps groundwater, often 
saline, to reduce hydrostatic 
pressure releasing adsorbed 
methane from the coal cleats. 

• Recovers 2-5% of the 
contained energy in the seam

UCG
• Drills holes into unmined coal 

seams

• Establishes linkages between 
the two holes

• Does not pump out 
groundwater unless for local 
control as high hydrostatic 
pressures are important

• Recovers 50 – 70% of the 
contained energy in the seam
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UCG process

 1,500 K (1,230 °C)

 Produces CO2, H2, CO, CH4 and H2S at high pressure

 Source of syngas

Chemistry

1. Pyrolysis

2. Combustion 2C + O2  2CO

3. Gasification C + H2O  CO + H2

4. Water gas shift reaction    CO + H2O  CO2 + H2



Reactions occur in different parts of the chamber
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A view to scale  From: Linc Energy
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Gas Quality Produced Oxygen Blown Example
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From  - UK DTI Report on 

Feasibility of UCG(2004)

About 35% of Natural Gas CV



History of Trials

• 1912 Co. Durham UK First Test

• 1930’s Intensive Soviet Development

• 1950/60’s Early European Trials

• 1970/80’s US Programme - 6 Major Trials

• 1980’s European Studies and First Trial

• Early 1990’s First US commercial designs

• Mid to late 1990’s El Tremedal, Spain European Trial

• Start of DTI UCG Initiative (1999-2005)

• 2000 on - Rise of Australian commercial projects
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Depth of trials Depth is good?
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Choices to be made

• Deep or shallow

– Shallow gasification is cheaper but some think that it increases 
the chances of gas/ pollutants escape. Also groundwater more 
likely to be potable

– Deeper gasification is more expensive but the increased 
hydrostatic pressure retains the gas better and any 
groundwater is likely to be saline

• What are you marketing?

– Electricity, hydrogen, fuel or chemicals

– Location will be important in this decision. If you are many 
miles from infrastructure liquid fuels make more sense 
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HOW IS IT DONE?
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“Knife Edge” Controlled 
Retraction Injection Point “CRIP”
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500 – 700 m

Using CRIP with parallel in-seam wells (Knife Edge CRIP)

Source: CSIRO 2006

 Both production borehole and injection wells are drilled horizontally in 
seam. Injection well has CRIP

 The gasification occurs in a defined panel between the 2 boreholes as 
the flame front retreats. Similar to underground longwall mining

 Benefits
 A much longer seam section is made available per borehole pair
 Positive control on gasifier development

 Problems
 2 expensive in-seam holes required not 1



‘Knife Edge’ CRIP – an example
Source: Carbon Energy – Bloodwood Creek Pilot
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UCG environmental

UCG has environmental advantages – no surface excavation or 
tips, surface water effect minimal, no miners underground, 
energy to hoist coal saved, creation of a C storage reservoir

There are 3 major potential environmental issues

Subsidence

Escape of product gas into the atmosphere

Contamination of groundwater by gasification by-products 
(includes tars, phenol)

Product gas is contained if pressure in the gasification chamber 
is kept less than hydrostatic
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UCG Trial & Demonstration Sites 
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Australia  Trials/ Activity The home of modern 

UCG
 Several companies have become active in Australia and 

have successfully floated on the ASX

 These include (their web sites are worth looking at)

 Linc Energy – the oldest and biggest with Market Cap > 
A$1,000 million

 Carbon Energy – innovative company (Knife Edge CRIP)

 Cougar Energy 

 Liberty Resources (very good fly through of the process)

 Mostly looking to a fuels/chemicals market; battling 
with CBM companies for reserves and looking to expand 
abroad
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UK Coal Reserves and 

UCG Licenses



North East of England
UCG part of Economic 

Rejuvenation



Integrating CO2 capture with 
UCG – some key parameters and 

variables

 Degree of oxygen enrichment

 Pressure of the produced gas

 Must include water gas shift reaction and removal of other 
pollutants, particularly H2S, to obtain stream of hydrogen, CO2

and some nitrogen.

 Steam reform CH4?

 End use of gas – CCGT or SOFC – dictates hydrogen purity?

 What proportion of CO2 is going to be captured?

 Alternatively, oxyfuel combustion on non-purified gas.

 Where is the CO2 going to be stored?

There is not a unique answer in terms of what 
technology to use for CO2 capture in UCG.



The Cavity Storage Question

 In cavity storage will be not be sufficient based on 
mass balance considerations, 3.7 tonnes of CO2

from every tonne of carbon.

 In and around cavity storage will be subject to the 
same concerns over leakage and how this is 
monitored as deep saline aquifiers and depleted oil 
and gas fields.

 Link into evolving pipeline structure may be 
advisable, e.g. on the East coast of the UK?

 Possibility of nearby depleted gas field with a 
dedicated pipeline?

 Consider CO2 tankers for first demonstration? 



Conclusion

Pilot-scale operations are needed to establish 
most effective CCS options for UCG.
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